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THE LATTICE OF CONGRUENCES ON
AN INVERSE SEMIGROUP

DAVID G. GREEN

The symmetry between four congruences which have
figured in the literature on inverse semigroups is discussed
in terms of kernels and restrictions to idempotents (kernel
meaning the set of elements equivalent to idempotents). A
characterization of arbitrary inverse semigroup congruences
is developed from this symmetry.

1* Introduction. Inverse semigroup congruences were first
studied in terms of kernel normal systems. Preston [11] defined a
kernel normal system over an inverse semigroup S to be any collec-
tion of inverse subsemigroups of S satisfying certain conditions. He
showed [11, Theorem 1; also 1, Theorem 7.48] that if s*f = {At\ iel}
is a kernel normal system over S, then s%? uniquely determines a
congruence p^ on S where p^ = {(α, b)e S x S: aa~\ bb~\ ab'1 e At,
for some ί e I}; and, conversely, that if p is some congruence on S,
then the set of equivalence classes of p containing idempotents of S
forms a kernel normal system J%f and p = p^ Hence if a and β
are congruences on S, to show that a is contained by β it suffices
to show that if (α, e) e a, with e idempotent, then (a, e) e β.

In what follows we shall concern ourselves with kernels of con-
gruences instead of kernel normal systems. The kernel (ker p) of a
congruence p on an inverse semigroup S will be taken to mean the
set of all elements of S identified with idempotents by p. Ker p is
thus the union of the classes in the kernel normal system of p.

In [14], Reilly and Scheiblich considered the restriction to idem-
potents of inverse semigroup congruences. They classified congruences
in terms of restrictions to idempotents and characterized minimum
and maximum congruences having any given restriction. In [15],
Scheiblich has extended this approach by showing that each con-
gruence on an inverse semigroup can be uniquely characterized in
terms of its restriction to idempotents together with its kernel. We
shall eventually obtain Scheiblich's result again here; but by a dif-
ferent route which fills in details that clarify the situation.

We shall assume throughout (unless otherwise stated) that we
are dealing with a fixed, but otherwise arbitrary, inverse semigroup
S with semilattice of idempotents E (or E(S) when necessary). The
expression a(T) will be used to emphasize that a is a relation on the
inverse semigroup T; a \ R will denote the restriction of a to a subset
R of T. Finally, L(S) will represent the lattice of congruences on S.
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2* Special congruences*

2.1. Within the lattice of congruences on any inverse semigroup,
there is a number of congruences which, owing to the nature of
inverse semigroups, are readily distinguishable. The trivial congru-
ences i (which identifies elements with themselves only) and ω (which
identifies together all elements) can immediately be singled out. We
shall consider four others:

( a ) A congruence p on S will be called a semilattice congruence
if and only if S/p is a semilattice. The maximum semilattice con-
gruence is thus a). Now, ap is idempotent in S/p if and only if
ap = aa~1p [1, Lemma 7.34]. Also, for Green's relation ^?, (a, aa~ι) e ^?,
for any aeS; and (α, 6) e & if and only if αα"1 = bb~\ So p is a
semilattice congruence just in case it contains &. The minimum
semilattice congruence (here denoted by λ) is thus the least congruence
containing ^?; that is, from Preston's characterization [1, Lemma 10.3]
of the least congruence containing a given equivalence, λ = ^ ? * =
{(x, y)eS x Six = sut, y = svt for some (u, v)e&,s,te S1}*.

(b) Idempotent-separating congruences on S are those congru-
ences under which no two idempotents of S are equivalent. The least
of these is c; the maximum one Howie [3] characterized as μ, where
μ = {(χf y)eS x S: x~~ιex — y~ιey, for every e e E}.

(c) A congruence p on S is called a group congruence just in
case S/p is a group. The greatest group congruence is thus ω. In
[8], Munn showed that p is a group congruence if and only if it
contains the least group congruence σ, where σ — {(x, y) e S x S: ex —
ey, for some e e E}.

(d) Idempotent-determined congruences on S are those congru-
ences under which no idempotents of S are equivalent to nonidem-
potent elements. The minimum idempotent-determined congruence
must be c. It has been shown [2, Prop. 1] that a greatest idempotent-
determined congruence exists; we denote it by τ. The relation (ExE){J
(S\E x S\E) contains all idempotent-determined congruences; so, from
Preston's expression [1, Lemma 10.3] for the largest congruence con-
tained in an equivalence, the following characterization is almost
immediate.

PROPOSITION 2.1. The maximum idempotent-determined congru-
ence on an inverse semigroup S is the relation τ(S), where τ(S) =
{(x, y)eS x S: for all u, v e Sι, uxv eE if and only if uyv e E).

2.2. We shall now examine the symmetry between the congru-
ences λ, μ, σ, and τ.

Since L(S) is a complete lattice, all four classes of congruence
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introduced above form complete sublattices of L(S). It has been
shown [1, Theorem 7.58] that the set of all idempotent-separating
congruences on S forms a principal ideal of L(S); the same has been
shown [2, Prop. 1] for idempotent-determined congruences. In the
last section, we saw that only semilattice congruences contain λ and
that only group congruences contain σ. Hence these last two classes
of congruence form principal filters of L(S) (filter is dual to ideal).

Since congruences on groups correspond to normal subgroups and
because the normal subgroups of a group form a modular lattice, the
lattice of group congruences on S is modular. The lattice of idem-
potent-separating congruences on S is modular also [1, Theorem 7.58].
There are semilattices (for example the five-element, nonmodular lat-
tice) whose lattices of congruences are nonmodular. Also, if S is a
semilattice, every congruence on S both contains λ and is contained
in τ. Thus neither the lattice of semilattice congruences nor the
lattice of idempotent-determined congruences is modular in general.

The following two results help us to picture the way our special
congruences relate to each other.

PROPOSITION 2.2. On any inverse semigroup S, μ(S) is the
greatest congruence contained in the Greenes relation &\ while λ(<S)
is the least congruence containing &.

The first assertion is true because & separates idempotents and
because μ is the greatest congruence contained in Green's relation

(see [9]). We proved the second assertion above.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let j ^ ~ = {(a, b)eS x S: a~'b e E). Then τ(S)
is the greatest congruence contained in ^ and σ(S) is the least
congruence containing

Proof. It follows from the proof of [2, Lemma 1] that a con-
gruence is idempotent-determined if and only if it is contained in J?~.
The first assertion is immediate from this. If (a, b) e JFΊ then a~γb e E.
This implies that a~ισ = (bσ)~x and hence that aσ = bσ. It follows
that ^ is contained in σ. If aσb, where a, b e S, then (for some
e e E) aj^ea, ea = eb and eb^b; hence σ =

REMARK 2.4. Both results above still hold if & is replaced by
and J^~ by .^, where & = {(a, b): ab~ι e E).

For any two elements a and b of S, a^{bb'ι)a, (bb~1)a^ί(aa~1)bf

and (aa~ι)b^b. This shows that ω is the least equivalence containing
both & and &~ (n ote that j r is not transitive in general). Con-
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versely, from [2, Lemma 1], if aάF'b and a&b, then a = b. This
means that & Π .&~ = c. It follows that in L(S), λ V σ = ω and
μΠτ= c.

Figure 1, then, gives a partial picture of L(S). Note that the
elements shown do not form a sublattice of L(S) in general.

2.3. The kernel of any congruence p, say, on S is S itself just
where p is a semilattice congruence; so λ is the least congruence
having S as kernel. Similarly, group congruences are just those con-
gruences whose restriction to E is o)(E); so σ is the least congruence
having ω(E) as its restriction to E. By definition, μ is the greatest
congruence whose restriction to E is c(E) and τ is the greatest con-
gruence whose kernel is E. We can also state

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p and ξ be congruences on S.
( i ) If ker £ — ker p and p is a group congruence, then ξ ξΞ: p*
(ii) // ker £ = ker p and p is idempotent-separating, then ξ 2 p.
(iii) If ξ I E = p\Eand p is a semilattice congruence, then ξ S p.
(iv) Ifζ\E— p\E and p is idempotent-determined, then ξ 3 />.

Proof. ( i ) Let (α, e) € f, with β idempotent. Then α 6 ker p; since
ker ^ = ker ξ and α e ker f. But, because p is a group congruence, its
kernel normal system consists of just the one class ker p. So (α, e)ep.

(ii) Let (a,e)eρ with e idempotent. Since kerp — kerf, ae
ker £: so that (α, αα"1) e £. Since p is idempotent-separating, e = αα"1.
Thus (α, e) 6 £.

(iii) Let (α, e)e£ with e idempotent; then (αcΓ1, e)e£. Since
£ I E = p\E, (aa~\ e)eρ also. Because p is a semilattice congruence,
(α, αα"1) e p; and hence (α, -β) e |O.

(iv) Let (α, β) e £ with e idempotent. Then ae E, since £ is
idempotent-deter mined, and hence (a, e) eξ\ E = p\ E. Thus (α, e) e /?.

2.4. We shall pursue the above ideas further in the next section.

FIGURE 1.
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Some examples will show how our special congruences vary on parti-
cular kinds of inverse semigroups.

(1) S is a semilattice if and only if λ = μ = c and ω = σ — τ.
(2) S is a group if and only if ω = λ = μ and σ = τ = c.
(3) If S is a semilattice of groups, the relation & is compatible;

hence μ = λ. Conversely, if these two congruences are equal on S,
then, because ker X = S and ker μ is always a semilattice of groups,
S itself must be a semilattice of groups.

(4) Let ^'x denote the symmetric inverse semigroup on a set X.
Scheiblich [16] has shown that on ^' x: μ = τ — c; σ = ω; λ = ω if X
is empty or infinite; and ^'x/\ is the two-element semilattice if X
is finite and nonempty.

(5) An inverse semigroup on which μ — c is called fundamental.
In [10], Munn showed that any fundamental inverse semigroup S can
be embedded in the semigroup TE, which consists of all isomorphisms
between principal ideals of E. In particular, TE itself is fundamental.

(6) Any inverse semigroup on which r = σ is called proper.
McAlister [4], [5], [6] has shown that proper inverse semigroups are
precisely those inverse semigroups isomorphic to P-semigroups (whose
structure is described explicitly in terms of certain groups, semilat-
tices, and partially-ordered sets) and, moreover, that every inverse
semigroup is an idempotent-separating, homomorphic image of some
P-semigroup.

(7) McFadden and McAlister [7] showed that the free inverse
semigroup Ix, on a set X, is proper. Reilly [12, Lemma 1.3] showed
that Sίf is trivial for Ix; so Ix is fundamental also. However, since
there exists a semilattice E (say) of cardinality a9 for each nonzero
a, and since each E is a homomorphic image of IE, \(IE) is never
trivial.

(8) Let a denote any one of the four congruences λ, μ, σ, and
r. If S and T are inverse semigroups and S x T is given the usual
product (componentwise multiplication), then, from the definition or
characterization in each case: (s, t) <x(S x T) (s\ f) if and only if s
a(S) s' and t a{T) t'.

It follows that if E is a semilattice, G a group, and ^ x the sym-
metric inverse semigroup on a set X (and all three are nontrivial),
then, by (1), (2), and (4) above, Έ x G x ^ x is an inverse semigroup
on which λ, μ, σ, and τ are all nontrivial and no two of them equal.

(9) S is called congruence-free if there are no congruences on S
distinct from c and ω (see [10]). In this case S must have one (or
more) of three forms:

( a ) T = σ = ω (equivalently c = μ = λ). Since λ = c, S must be
a semilattice. Let [e] denote the principal ideal containing e, for any
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e in S. Then the relation c(S) U o)([e]), which simply collapses [e], is
a congruence on S and must therefore be c(S) or ω(S). Hence either
[e] = {e} or [e] = S, for every e in £. This is impossible if S has
more than two elements; so S must be either the one- or two-element
semilattice.

(b) c—τ—σ (equivalently μ — λ = ω). Since σ — c, S must
be a group. Since congruences on groups correspond to normal sub-
groups, it follows that S must be a simple group.

(c) c = τ, σ — ω (equivalently c = μ, λ = ω). Munn [10] showed
that S has this form if and only if it is isomorphic to a full sub-
semigroup of Γ|, which consists of those elements of TE that contain
identity maps of principal ideals of E.

3* The general lattice* There are two strands to our analysis
of the lattice L{S). First, we adapt and summarize some of Reilly
and Scheiblich's main results from [14]. These results classify con-
gruences by their restrictions to idempotents. We then derive similar
results for kernels. The two threads will be tied together finally,
giving alternatives to Scheiblich's results in [15].

3.1. A congruence π on E will be called normal if and only if,
for any e,feE and every aeS,eπf implies a~xeaπa~γfa. The rele-
vance of normal congruences is shown by

THEOREM 3.1. The restriction to E of any congruence on S is
a normal congruence on E. Conversely, for every normal congruence
π on E} there exist minimum and maximum congruences on S whose
restriction to E is π. These are (respectively) σπ and μπ, where
σπ = {(α, b)eSxS: aa^πbb'1 and ea = eb for some eπaa'1}; and μπ —
{(α, b)e S x S: for all e, fe E, eπf implies aea^πbfb'1} .

The first assertion is easily proved: any congruence is a com-
patible relation. The remainder is a restatement of [14, Theorem 4.2].
We have spoken of "normal congruences on £"' rather than "normal
partitions of E" (see [14, Def. 4.1]) since we shall consider restrictions
of given congruences to E. The correspondence between the two
terms should be clear.

A relation θ can be defined on L(S) by putting (plf p2) e θ if and
only if pλ \ E = p2 \ E. This has the following properties.

THEOREM 3.2 ([14, Theorem 5.1]). Let S be an inverse semigroup
and define the relation θ on L(S) as above. Then

( i ) θ is a congruence on L(S);
(ii) each θ-class is a complete, modular sublattice of L(S) (hence
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with greatest and least element).

The sublattice of idempotent-separating congruences on S and the
sublattice of group congruences on S fall naturally into place as the
^-classes containing (respectively) c(S) and ω(S). Also, μt{E) = μ(S)
and σω{E) = <?(S), thus motivating our notation above (see also [13]
for this notation).

3.2. We now classify congruences by their kernels. Let R denote
any full inverse subsemigroup of S; that is, R contains E(S). From
Preston's characterization [1, Lemma 10.3], the greatest congruence
contained in (R x R) U (S\R) x (S\R) is 7, where 7 = {(a, b)eS x S:
xayeR if and only if xbyeR, for all x, yeS1}. Any congruence
contained by 7 has its kernel contained in R. If R is the kernel of
a congruence, then ker 7 = R and 7 = τR, where τR denotes the
greatest congruence whose kernel is R. Conversely, any congruence
whose kernel contains R must identify each element x of R with xx"1.
Hence the least congruence whose kernel contains R is the least con-
gruence containing &(R) U t(S). From [1, Lemma 10.3], this is the
relation δ, where δ = {(α, b)e S x S: for some r, s e R, x, y e S\ rr~x —
ss"1 and xry = α, ίcsi/ = £>}*. If i2 is the kernel of a congruence, then
S = χBf where λ^ denotes the minimum congruence having R as kernel.

DEFINITION. An inverse subsemigroup R of an inverse semigroup
S is called normal in S if and only if

( a ) R is a full inverse subsemigroup of S; and
(b) for any x, y in S, re R and xy e R imply xry e R.
To ensure that the definition is reasonable, we must check that

our conditions reduce to those for normal subgroups when both R
and S are groups. In such circumstances the first condition becomes
trivial. Now, if R and S are groups, R is a normal subgroup of S
just in case it satisfies the equivalent defining properties: (i) xR — Rx,
for each xeS; and (ii) xrx~ι e R, for each r e R and each xeS. A
simple check shows that (b) implies (ii) and (i) implies (b).

The next result, an analogue of Theorem 3.1, explains the role
of normal inverse subsemigroups.

THEOREM 3.3. For any congruence a on an inverse semigroup
S, ker a is normal in S. Conversely, if R is normal in S, then τR

and XR are the greatest and least congruences (respectively) having
R as kernel.

Proof. For any congruence a, ker a is necessarily a full sub-
semigroup of S. Let r be any element of ker a. For any x, y in S,
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if xy 6 ker a, then xy(y~1rr~1y) belongs to ker a; so that xrr~ιy belongs
to ker a too. As xry is equivalent to xrτ~ιy under a, it follows that
xry must be an element of ker a. This ensures that ker a is normal.

Suppose that R is normal in S. For the congruence 7 defined
above, ker 7 is contained in R. If xr?/ is an element of R, where
x, y e Sι and r e R, then xrr~ιy is also an element of R (because τ~ι e i?
and i? is normal). Similarly, the converse is true; so τΊrr~ι and
hence R — ker 7. Because i? is the kernel of some congruence on S,
it follows immediately that τR and λΛ, as defined above, are the
maximum and minimum congruences (respectively) having R as kernel.

From the above result, we deduce that the sublattice of idem-
potent-determined congruences and the sublattice of semilattice con-
gruences are the special classes of congruence having E and S, re-
spectively, as kernel. It follows that τE — τ(S) and Xs = λ(S), which
again motivates our notation.

THEOREM 3.4. The set of all normal inverse subsemigroups of
an inverse semigroup S forms a complete lattice N(S) with greatest
and least element. The map a H* ker a is a f\-semilattice homomor-
phism of L(S) onto N(S).

Proof. Let M denote the intersection of an arbitrary set P of
normal inverse subsemigroups of S. M is a full inverse subsemigroup
of S. If m belongs to M, then m belongs to each element of P;
whence, for all x, y in S, xy belongs to M implies that xmy belongs
to M; so M is normal in S. Also, as M is the greatest set contained
in every element of P, it must be the greatest lower bound of P in
N(S). Conversely, since S itself is normal in S, there are normal
inverse subsemigroups which contain every element of P. By the
same argument as before, the intersection of these is normal in S
and, since this intersection contains every element of P, it must be
the least upper bound of P in N(S). Hence N(S) is a complete lattice.
As we have seen, S and E are both normal in S: they are necessarily
the greatest and least elements of N(S).

Finally, for any elements a, β in L(S), ker (a n β) = {%- xaxx~ι

and xβxx~1} — ker a n ker β. This proves the second assertion.

3.3. We can now combine our two approaches to decomposing
L(S). For any congruence a on S, we can relate the lattice L(S/a)
to L(S). If βeL(S) and β S a, define the relation βja on S/a by:

(xa, ya) e β/a if and only if (x, y) e β .

This relation is a congruence on S/a (see [14, § 3]). The following
well-known result (see [14, §3], for example) is true for virtually any
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algebraic structure.

LEMMA 3.5. Let a denote any congruence on S. The map β 1—>
β/a is an isomorphism from the lattice of those congruences on S
that contain a onto L(S/cx), the lattice of all congruences on S/a.

This result leads to formulae for computing particular congruences
on S/a.

PROPOSITION 3.6. For any congruence a on an inverse semigroup
S:

( i ) X(S/a) = (λ(S) V a)/a;
(ii) μ(S/a) = μa]E/a;
(iii) σ(S/a) = (σ(S) V a)/a;
(iv) τ(S/a) = τίera/a.

Proof. ( i ) If β e L(S), then S/(β V a) s (S/a)/«β V a)/a) by
Lemma 3.5. Thus (β V a)/a is a semilattice congruence on S/α if and
only if β V a is a semilattice congruence on S. The least semilattice
congruence on S containing a is a V λ(S). Thus X(S/a) = (X(S) V α)/α.

(ii) Let βeL(S) and β ^ a; then the congruence £/α on S/α
is idempotent-separating if and only if β\E = a\E. By definition,
the largest congruence coinciding with a on E is ^α^; so μ(S/a) =

(iii) Let β e L(S); then, by the same argument as given in (i),
(β V a) I a is a group congruence of S/a if and only if β V a: is a
group congruence on <S. Since the least group congruence on S con-
taining α is a V σ(S), σ(S/α) = (σ(S) V α)/α.

(iv) If β e L(S) and β 2 α, then the congruence £/α on S/α will
be idempotent-determined if and only if ker β = ker a. By definition,
the largest congruence on S having the same kernel as a is τ k e r α ; so
τ(S/a) =• r k e r α/α.

REMARK 3.7. We can now demonstrate that the map a\->ker#
of Theorem 3.4 is not normally join-preserving. We show in the next
paragraph that a consequence of the contrary assumption is that any
inverse semigroup S having τ(S) = c must be a group. This conclu-
sion is false: <_yx (with X any set) is an example of an inverse semi-
group which has r. = c but is not a group.

Assume that the map of Theorem 3.4 is join-preserving and let
R denote any normal, inverse subsemigroup of R. From Theorem 3.3,
R = ker XR = ker τRy so by our assumption, ker τR — ker (τR V c) =
ker (τR V XE) = ker τR V ker XE= RV E = ker r^ V ker r^ = ker (τR V τ).
By definition, τR is the largest congruence with kernel R. It follows
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that τB = τB V r; whence τ g τΛ. Suppose that r(S) — ί(S). In ex-
ample (6) of § 2.4, we saw that every inverse semigroup is an
idempotent-separating homomorphic image of some P-semigroup; so
there exists a P-semigroup P and an idempotent-separating congruence
a on P such that P/a = S (suppose, for convenience, that S = P/a).
Proposition 3.6 implies that c(S)(~τ(S)) = τ(P/a) = τkeva/a. So, by
Lemma 3.5, it follows that a = r k e r α and hence, because τ(P)£τ k e r α ,,
that τ(P) g <£. Since r = σ on any P-semigroup, σ(P) g α also. By
(iii) of Proposition 3.6, σ(S) = (σ(P) V α)/α: = r(S). Thus S must be
a group. This proves the assertions in the last paragraph.

THEOREM 3.8. Each congruence a on an inverse semigroups S
is uniquely determined by its kernel and its restriction to idempotents.
In fact, a = λkerα V σalE = r k e r α n /W

Proof. Since λkerα g a g rk e r α, we deduce from Proposition 3.6
that α/λkerα must be idempotent-determined on S/λkerα. Proposition
2.5 demands that #/λkerα be the least congruence with restriction
(<x/^keτa) I E(S/Xκera) to the idempotents of S/λkerα; so no other idem-
potent-determined congruence on S/Xkera can have the same restriction
to idempotents as #/λker« does. Since the map of Lemma 3.5 is an
isomorphism, the above argument ensures that no congruence on S
with kernel ker a can also have the same restriction to E as a does.
The equations given are now obvious: the congruence λker^ V σalE is
contained in a and must have both the same kernel and restriction
to idempotents as a; the other equality is proved similarly.

Scheiblich [15, Theorem 2.1] gave a nice characterization for con-
gruences in these terms. Suppose ker a — R and a \ E = π. He
showed that

a = {(x, y) e S x S: xy~ι e R and a^aπb^b} .

Also, he effectively gave necessary and sufficient conditions which a
pair (JR, π) must satisfy if some congruence a, with the above pro-
perties, is to exist. We can derive simpler conditions than his, though,
from our considerations above.

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let R be a normal inverse sub semigroup of S
and let π be a normal congruence on E. There exists a congruence
p on S with ker p = R and p\ E = π if and only if

( i ) a e R implies aa^πa^a; and
(ii) for any x, y in S1 and any e, f in Ef xey e R and eπf

together imply that xfy e R.
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Proof. Suppose that p is a congruence on S and has the desired
properties. Necessarily, p is contained in μπ; so R is contained in
ker μπ. It follows that, for any aeR, aa~^Ka and aμκa~γa\ whence
R and π satisfy condition (i). Also, τB contains p. This implies that
τR I π contains π; so, whenever xey e R and eπf, we have eτBf and, by
the definition of τB, xfy must belong to R. Thus condition (ii) holds.

Conversely, suppose that R and π satisfy the given conditions.
Let p — τB Π μπ. It suffices to show that kerp — R and p\E = TΓ.
Since r^ contains ô, i? contains ker <o. For any element α of
R, aa~xπa~ιa (by condition (i)); so, in S/σX9 aσπ and (αα" 1 )^ are < ^ -
equivalent and, by [1, Theorem 7.54] (since R normal implies x~ιRx£R,
for all xeS), are identified by μ(S/σπ). Hence, since μ(S/σπ) = μjσπ

and noting Lemma 3.5, a and αα"1 are /vequivalent. This ensures
that a belongs to both ker μπ and to ker τR. It follows that ker p = R.

Since μπ contains p, π contains p \ E. For any (e, f) e π, condition
(ii) ensures that xey e R if and only if xfy e Rf for any x, y in S1.
So (e, f) belongs to τR and hence to p. Therefore p\ E = π and the
proof is complete.
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